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About Us

e-bizindia Pvt. Ltd is a global IT products and services company with offices in the United States and

India.

Our presence in the US is high on variety, with businesses ranging from healthcare to government to

education to manufacturing to homeland security and technologies ranging from legacy systems to

bleeding edge technologies.

Traditional Process of a Paper-Filing system is an out-dated concept. Information in electronic format

is a more valuable and manageable information source. We're excited to offer digital solutions that

can significantly impact your business ensuring you save money, labor costs, and storage, while

increasing efficiency and productivity.

The solution is a provision of technology that helps organizations to transform their business

environment into a paperless office, saving time, money, and other resources, freeing staff time for

more important work, and promoting environmentally sound business practices.

We deliver solutions that require sophisticated software capable of integrating advanced business

functionalities with a company's existing core I.T. assets. We're a customer-centric, technology-

focused company made up of people who relish the chance to solve complex technical problems. We

thrive on learning and applying next generation technologies quickly and effectively.

This passion for new technologies is balanced by an unflagging pragmatism: our company-wide

commitment to building quality systems and delivering...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

E Bizindia Private Limited
Contact Person: Parag Khare

Pate Icon, B Wing Plot No. 2 S. No. 128/1A, Paud Road, Kothrud
Pune - 411038, Maharashtra, India
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